IMPORTANT NOTICE TO DISTRIBUTORS
RE: COVID-19 ANTI-VACCINATION CONTENT
The Distribution Standards Board (DSB) has been engaged across Australia and New Zealand to
review anti-vaccination collateral being distributed via the letterbox channel.
Following a review of several individual flyers, anti-vaccination correspondence has been deemed
‘adult content’. That is, content contravening National, Commonwealth and State Health Orders is
deemed not appropriate for the g-rating requirement of the Code for the Letterbox channel, in this
regard the content would either need to be distributed with a carrier through the letterbox or
declined for distribution.
In review of two specific examples provided, querying whether the material was allowed to be
distributed in an open format, the ruling is as follows:
“The Distribution Standards Board (DSB) is the industry self-regulating body for Letterbox distribution
across Australia and now, New Zealand.
The Code of Conduct to which all signatories must remain compliant is attached for your reference,
however, pertinent to the query the DSB notes the following:
The Letterbox remains a g-rated media channel. That is, the industry acknowledges and advocates,
that children have access to all letterbox content and therefore materials must be compliant to a grated level in the primary instance, above and beyond freedom of speech or other legislative
compliances. The publications of anti-vaccination are not considered g-rateable and therefore
require a carrier (envelope or sealed carrier) to not leave content exposure before being able to be
distributed via the letterbox channel. It is our advice these publications not be distributed via the
letterbox across Australia or New Zealand due to the content not meeting g-rated standards and no
carrier compliance recorded.
The DSB also provides an addendum preference for materials to be enclosed in a sealed carrier or
envelope to ensure not content is exposed. This is an additional ruling from initial review
communications.
The DSB does not publish rulings on individual cases, however from review of the files in this matter,
the contravention ruling was noted against Item 7 of the DSB Code of Conduct.
“Item 7. Will not deliver content of explicit material in the common understanding that all sections of the community, in

particular children, have ready access to the Letterbox. This includes content of an adult rating and/or may portray people
or other, in a way that
discriminates against or vilifies a person or section of the community on account of race, ethnicity, nationality, gender, age,
sexual preference, religion, disability, mental illness or political belief.”
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In the current global pandemic, any inconsistencies to Government Public Health Orders or Advice
have been deemed content appropriate for adult consumption.
Please note the language selection, ‘inconsistencies’ as opposed to contraventions or challenges, as
the DSB is not considering matters from a censorship perspective, rather from the Code we operate
within, specifically in this matter to item 7 regarding explicit content.
Should you require the DSB to review any further content in this area including your carrier
solutions, please forward and we will do so in accordance with the Code and previous rulings
operating under established precedent outlined above.
Yours Sincerely,

Kellie Northwood
Chief Executive Officer
Distribution Standards Board
Cc: The Real Media Collective
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